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About This Software

Contact market@effectmatrix.com for any problem or proposal regarding Moviemator. We are pleased to assist you.

With 40+ built-in filter effects and keyframe technology, MovieMator Video Editor Pro easily creates a variety of eye-
catching animation effects. It auto animates video with Keyframes and provides the basic editing features like trimming,

cropping, splitting, rotating, adding subtitle. It also brings to the table exceptionally advanced editing functionalities like video
overlay (PIP), stabilization, etc.

MovieMator Video Editor Pro provides unlimited video and audio tracks for editing large projects. Moreover, it fully supports
all media formats like 4K UltraHD, H.265, MP3, OGG, JPG, SVG, etc. and is optimized for the decoding of different formats,

which significantly improved the decoding speed and quality.

Automatic Keyframe Animation
• Automatically insert animation keyframes, making it easy to master keyframe professional animation techniques.

• With keyframe animation, dynamic effects are all under your control.

Easily Edit Videos/Audios/Images
• Unlimited video tracks and audio tracks help users handle all projects.

• Basic editing features: merging, splitting, rotating, cropping, trimming, etc.
• Seamlessly assemble clips and adjust them frame by frame in the Timeline.

• Separate the audio track from a video file with ease.
• Create colorful slideshows with photos, music and fades.
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Create Fantastic Animation Effects with Keyframe Animation Technology
• 40+ fixed filter effects: Blur, Old Film, Sharpen, Stabilize, Vignette, White Balance...

• Create fantastic animation effects with keyframe animation technology.
• Play multiple videos in the same time with Picture-in-Picture effect.

• Stabilize your shaky Action Camera footage in one click.
• Create Fast/Slow-motion video by adjusting the playing speed as you like.

• Enhance your movie by adding personalized subtitles and dazzling transitions.
• 20+ dazzling transitions: Dissolve, Iris Circle, Clock Top, Cut, Bar Vertical...

Make Personalized Home Movies with Creativity
• fixed filter effects: Resize, Rotate, Size and Position, Gain Volume...
• Play multiple videos in the same time with Picture-in-Picture effect.

• Create Fast/Slow-motion video by adjusting the playing speed as you like.
• Support volume adjustment and various audio filters to create perfect sound effect.

• Set fade in/out time for videos and audios with freedom.
• Enhance your movie by adding personalized subtitles and dazzling transitions.

Fully Support Media Files of Any Type
• Import all videos/photos shot by iPhone 6s, GoPro, camcorder or other devices.

• Support videos/images downloaded from Facebook, Instagram, Flickr and more sites.
• Support videos with voiceover that recorded by any screen recording software.

• Support all popular video/audio/image formats: MP4, AVI, MPEG, WMV, MKV, MPG, RMVB, M4V, 3GP, FLV, TS, M4V,
VOB, F4V, MP3, WAV, MKA, OGG, FLAC, AAC, JPG, PNG, TIF, BMP, SVG...

• Work natively with a broad range of formats including ProRes, RED, XAVC, AVCHD, H.264 from DSLR and more.

Extremely Intuitive and Friendly Interactive Operation
• The interface of MovieMator is intuitive and Real-time preview feature ensures what you see is what you get.

• Arrange and Trim all elements on the timeline by dragging and dropping.
• Easy-to-use cut, copy, and paste operations.

• Hide, mute, and lock the video /audio track with one-click.

Powerful Project Preservation and Video Output Capability
• Incredibly fast export of HD videos in 200+ media formats for playback on all devices.
• Customize output parameters like resolution, frame rate, aspect ratio, encoding and etc.

• Save the file as a project for direct editing next time.
• Auto save the project when the window is closed unexpectedly.
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Title: MovieMator Video Editor Pro - Movie Maker, Video Editing Software
Genre: Accounting, Animation & Modeling, Audio Production, Design & Illustration, Education, Photo Editing, Software
Training, Utilities, Video Production, Web Publishing, Game Development
Developer:
EffectMatrix
Publisher:
EffectMatrix
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP/Vista/7/8/10 with up-to-date patches and service packs installed

Processor: Intel®, AMD®, or compatible dual-core processor, 1.5 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 2000, NVIDIA® GeForce® series 8 and 8M, Quadro FX 4800, Quadro FX 5600, AMD
Radeon™ R600, Mobility Radeon™ HD 4330, Mobility FirePro™ series, Radeon™ R5 M230 or higher graphics card with up-
to-date drivers

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1300 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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loved it for about 10 seconds i managed to play a hevc file then edit it then in custom export at 4k ,60fps it managed to save an
amazing 10 seconds of fantastic quality video out of over three minutes?----why only 10 seconds ???? is this a joke or a scam
come on please read and sort this problem out i paid for a product thats not working properly. Difficult to use, jumps alot, and
Text pops up Everytime i change something.... I wouldn't buy a product thats can do less than a free software, like shotcut, for
example. I wanted to buy a software that would be lag free, relatively cheap, and can do better things than a usual free software.
This one dissapointed me. The video dragged me in, only to dissapoint me.. Don't trust this app this is extremely
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t....Can't even save my video. its hard to use
. got the moviemator a week ago like using it nice to use nice and simple only problem i having with it is after 10-15mins using
it it will crash and close it down and having to reopen it i have a i7 6700k and 16gb of ddr4 and an m.2 ssd hardware ok
maybe needs a update but ok soft ware
. So Far So Good.
This is my first time using anything like this. I wanted to edit some small videos of antique engines running and some videos of
items I have made to be put on YouTube.
I did find some items confusing, but their help assistance is one of the best I have run into. Every question I have sent in has
been answered within a day.
It does have some bugs but nothing that has caused me to regret my purchase. I feel I got a lot out of it so far. Please note that I
am new to this so it might be nothing more than pilot errors. not what i thought but pretty good for causal video editors but not
for hard core video editors
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got the moviemator a week ago like using it nice to use nice and simple only problem i having with it is after 10-15mins using it
it will crash and close it down and having to reopen it i have a i7 6700k and 16gb of ddr4 and an m.2 ssd hardware ok
maybe needs a update but ok soft ware
. Buggy. Not fun and stressful to use. not what i thought but pretty good for causal video editors but not for hard core video
editors. So Far So Good.
This is my first time using anything like this. I wanted to edit some small videos of antique engines running and some videos of
items I have made to be put on YouTube.
I did find some items confusing, but their help assistance is one of the best I have run into. Every question I have sent in has
been answered within a day.
It does have some bugs but nothing that has caused me to regret my purchase. I feel I got a lot out of it so far. Please note that I
am new to this so it might be nothing more than pilot errors. A handy tool to make video editing.. Its not overly complicated and
easy to use . I would recommend this to anyone trying to start to learn how to edit videos.. Program is ok for editing its not
laggining at all in my case and my pc is really bad

but... It glitches ALOT OF TIMES, so if the developer replies i would like to contact you about my concerns

so if you are new to editing then... this software is somewhat for you but... you need to learn how to use it for like first 10
minutes then you need to learn other things etc. but its good for a beggining of your editing career

> Message to the Developer <
Please contact me through steam
I found 2 glitches in my first 20 Minutes
One of the glitches is really f***ing annoying
And the other glitched is fixed by restarting the software

EffectMatrix you could just comment on this review and ill tell you what i found but it will be harder in my opinion. Absolutely
hot garbage! No support POS software. Can't even seperate audio from video track without manually exporting whole project
with audio only. want a refund!

New Version 2.5.3 Updated:
New Version 2.5.3 Updated:

1 Optimized interface layout and appearance theme.
2 Undo/redo of filter operation(s) were optimized.
3 Some major bugs were fixed.
. New Version 2.5.5 Updated!:
New Version 2.5.5 changelog:

1 Rearrange frei0r filters by functions
2 Filter setting interface optimized
3 Fix the bug that radius of Circular Frame filter can't be adjusted
4 Modify the name of textures
5 Properties panel optimized
6 Some bugs fixed. New Version 2.5.7 Updated!:
New Version 2.5.7 Changelog:

1 Program stability improved;
2 Filter setting interface optimized;
3 Shorten the response time of filter and timeline operations;
4 Modify the name of textures and add more new textures;
5 Properties panel optimized;
6 Fix the problem that the filter might be wrongly applied to another area after adjusting the speed of the media files;
7 Fix the problem that the filter settings are inaccessible on computers with a low resolution;
8 Fix the bug that radius of Circular Frame filter can't be adjusted;
9 Add software problem report function;
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10 Rearrange frei0r filters by functions;
11 More bugs were fixed.
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